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1  Introduction 

1.1  The Companies 
Tengir hf. is a company that provides telecommunication services in Eyjafjörður and the             

surrounding area, for both companies and individual homes. Netkerfi & Tölvur ehf.            

specializes in computer and communications, as well as counseling and the implementation            

of technical solutions. Tengir and Netkerfi & Tölvur are sister companies and are located in               

the same facilities. Due to the fact that the original project proposal comes from within               

Tengir, that name will be used for future references of the companies.  

1.2  Facilities 
Tengir provided the team with a meeting room to use as needed during opening hours. The                

room was equipped with a whiteboard, a projector and each team member was even provided               

with a second monitor for their laptops. Team members also brought a pin board to pin up                 

useful information. In some cases the staff might need to have a short meeting in the meeting                 

room, but this is a very rare occurrence and the team can work around that. The team has                  

access to the company cafeteria, which includes a fridge, a coffee machine and a small shop. 

1.3  Goals of the Project 
The goal of this project was to design and create an employee system, where the staff of                 

Tengir can clock in and out of work, order lunch and use the company’s shop. The system                 

had to include administrative access, where an administrator would be able to view and              

manage staff attendances, lunch orders and shop purchases. The system needed to access             

Tengir’s database which provided details such as the names, emails and ID’s of each              

employee. 

1.3.1  Final Product  

It was not necessary for the final product to be a product which is ready to launch but rather a                    

beta of sorts, ready for testing among employees of the company. The product is the property                

of Tengir and they will continue to build upon it as needed. 
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2  Organization  

2.1  Methodology 
The team decided early on to utilize the Scrum methodology for the project. Scrum is an agile                 

approach used by various companies in the technology industry which made it an appealing              

choice. The team also has considerable experience in using Scrum since it has been a big part                 

of at least two courses taken by all team members. The work in Scrum is performed in                 

iterations or sprints which usually range from a week to a month in length (Rubin, 2013). The                 

sprint planning for this project is elaborated further in the next chapter on scheduling. 

2.2  Roles  
There are three main roles that have to be assigned in Scrum which are Product owner,                

Scrum master and Development team. It was decided within the team that Halldór would take               

on the role of Scrum master. The Scrum master manages the Scrum process as well as                

assisting the team members in keeping the backlog clear and concise. He was however, also a                

part of the development team since the project was relatively small and with this being a                

school project. Tengir had already decided that Gunnar Björn Þórhallsson, the CEO of             

Tengir, would have the role of Product owner and Viðar Einarsson would be the team’s main                

company contact.  

2.3  Working Hours 
Team members met and worked together four days a week (see Table 1). The team estimated                

that each person could work on the project for approximately 20 hours per week. Tengir had                

previously estimated that the project should take 1100 hours with the design, programming             

and tests included. It was estimated that during the working period each member would be               

able to work on the project for approximately 300 hours, therefore the team expects to work                

on the project for at least 1200 hours in total.  
 

Table 1: Planned working hours in the week. 
 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Friday 

9:00 - 12:00 09:00 - 16:00 09:00 - 16:00 9:00 - 12:00 
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2.4  Meetings 

The team decided early on that it would be wise to schedule regular meetings with both the                 

instructor as well as the company contact. On Tuesdays at 9:00, the team met with the                

instructor, Ólafur Pálmi and with the company contact, Viðar Einarsson, at 9:00 on             

Wednesdays.  

There were daily Scrum meetings for the first ten minutes of each day where the team                

answered three questions: a) What did you work on yesterday? b) What will you work on                

today? c) Is anything interfering with your progress? The team also held a retrospective              

meeting at the end of each sprint, detailing what was a success and what should be improved                 

in the next sprint.  

2.5  Workload in Other Courses 

The school semester can be divided up into 17 weeks, but the first two weeks are essentially                 

irrelevant since the group had not been formed nor had a project been selected. In the first                 

week of working together (Week 3), which is also referred to as sprint 0, the team sat down to                   

evaluate the total project period. The team decided to try and evaluate the workload in other                

courses by roughly estimating each week based on project deadlines, measured in            

percentages. The workload was estimated to pivot shortly before the exam period, i.e. weeks              

14 and 15.  

2.6  Sprint Planning 
In the beginning of each sprint, the team selected stories from the product backlog and moved                

them over to a sprint backlog. There they were prioritized so that the most important story                

was at the top and so forth. Each story was then broken into smaller tasks and tasks were                  

assigned to team members. At the end of each working session, each task was re-evaluated in                

terms of hours remaining. When the sprint ended, this was all summarized and a sprint               

burndown chart was created. The sprint summary can be found in Chapter 7. The following               

table shows the duration and planned goals for each sprint:  
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Table 2: Current sprint plan - This plan is subject to change.  

Sprint 
number 

Sprint length Sprint goal 

0 20th Jan. - 27th Jan. 2019 (1 week) 
 
 

- Planning the overall project and the 
team’s organization along with making 
the sprint backlog.  

- Report on organization planning.  
- Risk analysis + requirement analysis 
- Set up Jira, GitHub and Google Drive.  

1 
 
 

28th Jan. - 3rd Feb. 2019 (1 week) 
 
 
 

- Prototype design.  
- User interviews.  
- Requirement analysis.  
- Product backlog.  
- Set up development environment 
- Examine Tengir’s database.  
- Status report.  

2 4th Feb. - 17th Feb. 2019 (2 weeks) 
 
 

- Set up different areas for the 
appropriate project parts.  

- Connect to Tengir’s database. 
- Start programming main features.  
- First status meeting and presentation.  

3 18th Feb. - 3rd Mar. 2019 (2 weeks) - Set up Identity Framework 
- Work on employee clocking system.  

4 4th Mar. - 18th Mar. 2019 (2 weeks) - Work on employee clocking system. 
- Work on administrative tools for 

clocking system.  
- Start work on lunch system. 
- Work on lunch system. 

5 19th Mar. - 31st Mar. 2019 (2 weeks) - Work on lunch system. 
- Work on administrative tools for lunch 

system. 

 1st Apr. - 14th Apr. 2019 (2 weeks) - Sprint cancelled - exam period. 

6 15th Apr. - 28th Apr. 2019 (2 weeks) - Finish lunch system features.  
- Work on company shop. 
- Work on administrative tools for shop. 
- Unit testing. 

7 29th Apr. - 17. May 2019 (3 weeks) - Unit testing.  
- Finish company shop.  
- Finish manuals.  
- Fine tune and document code.  
- Finalize final report. 
- Prepare presentation.  
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3  Technical Environment 
The following chapter reviews the development environment used to create the project as             

well the project management of the team. The project’s coding rules are also clarified to show                

the guidelines and principles that the team has chosen to emphasize structural quality of the               

software. 

3.1  Development Environment 
The development environment was Visual Studio 2017 for Windows users and Visual Studio             

Code for MacOS users, and the frameworks used were ASP.NET Core 2.1 and Entity              

Framework Core. The main programming language used are C#, as well as JavaScript,             

HTML and CSS. GitHub was be used as a version control system for the code. A relatively                 

short script was written in Python for an executable website scraper.  

3.2  Project Management 
The team utilized Jira by Atlassian as a project management platform. This was useful to               

provide team members with tasks immediately based on priority and an overview of the              

product backlog. Jira includes numerous features that can help teams work on projects with              

the Scrum methodology, such as sprint planning and product backlog management. Over time             

however, team members started relying more and more on documents created on Google             

Drive and by sprint 5 the team had abandoned Jira. 

3.3  Coding Rules 
The team used the general naming conventions of the programming language C#. Therefore,             

the Pascal case convention was used for function names (e.g. FunctionName( )) and Camel              

case was used for variable names (e.g. variableName). Private variables start with an             

underscore (e.g. _variableName). Curly brackets start in a new line when using C#, but in the                

same line when using JavaScript, as the convention is different in these two programming              

languages. Indentation was done with tabs, rather than spaces, since the team considers this              

type of indentation to be more consistent and professional. The code will be well commented               
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above each function which is especially important if Tengir decides to implement the system              

and edit the code later on. Programming and comments are in English, although the site itself                

is in Icelandic and Tengir’s existing database has Icelandic names for all variables, which              

were not changed.  

3.4  Testing 
It was decided to use the NUnit testing framework to handle tests. Since a majority of the                 

project’s functionality involves reading and writing data to a database, an entire database was              

mocked in order to test those functions and shared among all tests. The mocked database does                

not contain nearly as much data as the real instance, but does contain sufficient data to cover                 

the test cases. A large portion of the code pertaining to the Identity Framework used for                

administrator authentication was automatically generated by Visual Studio and was therefore           

not tested. By the end of the project, the team had managed a code coverage of 54.9% or,                  

62.9% with auto-generated Identity code excluded. 

3.5  Continuous Integration 
To ensure that faulty code would definitely not be merged onto the developing branch on               

GitHub, the team relied on Azure DevOps to run all tests for any code pushed before                

allowing the code to be merged. If a single test failed, the code could not be merged with the                   

development branch. Azure DevOps was also used to calculate the code coverage of tests.  
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4  Requirement Analysis 
The requirement analysis is a critical part of the whole project. It should first and foremost                

state what the system should do. The analysis includes a requirements list and prioritization              

of each task in the list. It also reviews what user groups were identified and which user group                  

is associated with each requirement. 

4.1  User Groups 
The main purpose of user groups is to simplify access control in specified computer systems.               

In this case, there are two user groups: general employees and administrators. The General              

employees user group includes all employees who work at Tengir. They are those who use the                

system to clock in and out of work, register for lunch and buy items from the shop, without                  

ever having to log into the system itself. The group contains two types of employees: a) there                 

are office employees who use their work computer to clock in, and b) there are employees                

who are mostly working out in the field. The field employees usually start their day at the                 

headquarters and clock in at the entrance computer, but occasionally they have to work out of                

town for a number of consecutive days. 

The Administrator user group is involved with three major fields, i.e. the attendance             

system, the shop maintenance and the lunch ordering system, where the administrator logs             

into the system, has overview of and can edit all clock in entries, lunch orders and shop                 

purchases. To save space, these will be abbreviated as seen in Table 3.  
 

Table 3: Abbreviations for the user groups. 
 

User Group Abbreviation 

General Employees GE 

Administrators AD 
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4.2  User Interviews 

4.2.1  Interviewees 

Interviews were conducted with four employees within the companies. Two of them            

belonged to the user group of Administrators, where one of them was questioned about the               

current clock-in system and the other about the lunch system. The other two interviewees              

belonged to the user group of General employees. Thus, an attempt was made at revealing               

interesting opinions from all perspectives by interviewing at least two people from each user              

group.  

4.2.2  Interview Results 

The team considers the interviews that were conducted to have been very useful in numerous               

ways. A variety of ideas were introduced, some of which the team immediately decided to               

implement. Multiple requirements were added to the requirement list and the different            

perspectives of the interviewees gave the team a more complete vision of the project.  

 

4.2.2.1  Administrators 

Employee A falls into the administrator user group and was generally satisfied with the              

current attendance/shop system but did make a few interesting points:  

● If an employee accidentally clocks out and then clocks back in, then only the first log                

of attendance will appear on the overview in the current system. 

● Employees often forget to clock out, but the system clocks people out automatically at              

midnight if they do.  

● Shop transactions are irreversible, as the admin can only move transactions between            

employees, but can not remove a certain part of a transaction in the current system. 
 

Employee B is an administrator as well. Employee B was questioned on the current              

arrangement for lunch orders and was not very satisfied with it. It involves a lot of manual                 

work because the current arrangement is just a piece of paper up on a wall where everyone                 

marks their choice of lunch each day. This information is then manually registered and an               

order is made, making the margin for error larger than it needs to be. Employee B also made                  

some interesting points during the interview:  
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● Since there are a few employees that work in Reykjavík, it might be useful to have a                 

checkbox that allows users to opt out of the pop-up that asks users if they want to                 

order lunch.  

● It would also be useful that employees can cancel their lunch registration before the              

deadline of 10:00 AM, especially since there are employees who work out in the field.  

● Employee B would, as an administrator, want to manually disable or “close” the lunch              

order option for each day or automatically when the deadline has passed.  

● It would be convenient if employees could review and change their lunch orders.  

● Lastly, as Employee B showed the team the food supplier’s website, team members             

started to wonder if the creators of the website could provide the team with a               

connection to it via an API.  

 

4.2.2.2  General Employees 

Two employees were interviewed who fall into the general employee user group. Employee             

C works in the office and was relatively satisfied with most of the current arrangements.               

There were a few noticeable points that this employee made:  

● Sometimes the attendance system does not work properly.  

● It is very common that employees forget to clock in and sign up for lunch.  

● Employees tend to forget what they have ordered and currently must go down to the               

first floor to check.  

Employee D has experience in working at the office as well as out in the field. His general                  

attitude towards the current systems were positive. This employee also mentioned how            

frequent it is that employees forget to clock in and order lunch. Employee D suggested that                

some sort of reminder system could be effective, perhaps via email. An overview screen in               

the cafeteria which shows the employees’ lunch orders was also suggested.  

4.3  Usability Testing 
The usability testing for this project was done using the Think aloud test method. In this                

method the user is asked to solve certain tasks, that have been prepared beforehand, with the                

system prototypes. While doing this, the user is also asked to think aloud. This method has                
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proved helpful in giving developers an idea of the typical usage of a system. It can also help                  

with identifying areas of misunderstandings and other user behavior. 

Three members of the team took part in conducting the test: there was a conductor, a                

note-taker and one member kept track of time for each task. The time measuring was used to                 

determine the efficiency of the system. To measure satisfaction, each user was asked to rate               

the system after finishing the tasks. There was general satisfaction with the system, ranging              

from 4-5 on a 1-5 scale. 

4.3.1  Background Information 

Four employees were selected for testing, two for each user group varying in age to try to get                  

different kind of views on the system. The following table contains background information             

of the employees interviewed in the usability tests. The results of the tests can be found in                 

upcoming chapters. 
Table 4 - Background information for usability testing. 

Age Education User group 

64 College degree GE 

28 BSc degree in Computer Science GE 

30 BSc degree in Business AD 

53 College degree AD 
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4.3.2  Tasks for General Employees 

The following table contains the tests that the general employee users were asked to resolve.               

Each task has a description of what the user tried to accomplish and reference to the user                 

stories in the product backlog. The user stories relate to the clock in/out system as well as                 

ordering lunch. A goal was set up for each task which was then measured in seconds. The                 

results average from both general employee users are shown in the rightmost column.  

 

Table 5 - Tasks for general employees.  

# Description User 
story 

User 
group 

Usability 
factor 

Data Goal Test 
value 
(avg.) 

1 Clock in, but do not sign up for 
lunch. 

#1 
#3 

GE Efficiency Time 
(seconds) 

< 10 s 20.5 s 

2 Clock in and sign up for lunch 
today. 

#1 
#2 
#5 

GE Efficiency Time 
(seconds) 

< 30 s 17.5 s 

3 Sign up for lunch on 
Wednesday and Thursday. 

#4 GE Efficiency Time 
(seconds) 

< 30 s 14 s 

4 Change your lunch order for 
Wednesday to “No lunch.” 

#6 GE Efficiency Time  
(seconds) 

< 20 s 17 s 

5 Shop: Buy 1x Þristur, 1x Nocco 
and 2x Kit Kat’s. 

#8 GE Efficiency Time 
(seconds) 

< 50 s 29.5 s 

6 #5 continued: You have selected 
the same items but decide you 
only want 1x Kit Kat. Decrease 
the quantity by 1. 

#10 GE Efficiency Time 
(seconds) 

< 10 s 8 s 

7 Rate the system on a scale of 
1-5. 

N/A GE Satisfaction Grade (1-5) > 4 5 

 

4.3.2.1  Test Results 

The employees did not encounter any major problems while solving the tasks. The time              

results were all within the goal except for test number 1 due to confusion about where to                 

refuse the lunch order. One employee mentioned that the input field for the employee code               

could be more visible and doubted whether the comment feature while clocking in would be               

used. While ordering lunch, one employee found the food choice list too long and suggested               

that the special courses would be available in a dropdown list. The only comment regarding               
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the shop was that the employee would be prompted with writing the employee code after               

filling the cart and choosing the purchase button. 

4.3.3  Tasks for Administrators - Attendance and Shop 

The following table contains the tests that the administrator users were asked to resolve. Each               

task has a description of what the user tried to accomplish and a reference to the appropriate                 

user story in the product backlog. The user stories relate to the attendance history records and                

the shop settings. A goal was set up for each task which was then measured in seconds. The                  

results are shown in the rightmost column.  

 

Table 6 - Task for administrators - Attendance and shop. 

# Description User 
story 

User 
group 

Usability 
factor 

Data Goal Test 
value 

1 Log in as administrator. #17 A Efficiency Time 
(seconds) 

< 20 s 7 s 

2 Employee calls in sick for January 
11th. Mark him as sick. 

#14 A Efficiency Time 
(seconds) 

< 40 s 41 s 

3 Register an employee on holiday 
for a given period. 
 

#15 A Efficiency Time 
(seconds) 

< 40 s 34 s 

4 Edit clocking hours for an 
employee. 

#12 A Efficiency Time 
(seconds) 

< 60 s 41 s 

5 Add a new item to the shop. #16 A Efficiency Time 
(seconds) 

< 60 s 12 s 

6 The product ‘Monster’ is in the 
wrong category. Fix it. 

#16 A Efficiency Time 
(seconds) 

< 40 s 9 s 

7 Rate the system on a scale of 1-5. N/A A Satisfaction Grade 
(1-5) 

> 4 s 4 s 

 

4.3.3.1  Test Results 

The employee did not encounter any major problems while solving the tasks. The time results               

were all within the goal except for test number 2 which exceeded the goal by 1 second. The                  

employee mentioned that there was no page or tab for the inventory of the shop and that                 

needed to be available. Regarding the attendance history page the employee mentioned that             

there was no need for a special button for registering a vacation period for employees, and                

that it should be a option when creating a new attendance record as well as registering sick                 
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days. The vacation options should be for both paid and unpaid vacation and registering a sick                

leave should include both options for a sick employee and an employee at home with sick                

children. While creating a new attendance record there should be the possibility to write the               

name of the employee, the employee code is not sufficient. The employee also mentioned that               

it would be useful to be able to mark someone sick for a period of time, not only single days. 

4.3.4  Tasks for Administrators - Lunch 

The following table contains the tests that the administrator was asked to resolve. Each task               

has a description of what the user tried to accomplish and a reference to the appropriate user                 

story in the product backlog. The user stories relate to the lunch order overview page and                

records. A goal was set up for each task which was then measured in seconds. The results are                  

shown in the rightmost column.  

 

Table 7 - Task for administrators - Lunch. 

# Description User 
story 

User 
group 

Usability 
factor 

Data Goal Test 
value 

1 Log in as administrator. #11 A Efficiency Time 
(seconds) 

< 20 s 37 s 

2 Locate an overview of today’s 
total lunch orders. 

#18 A Efficiency Time 
(seconds) 

< 10 s 90 s 

3 Upload a new menu for the      
week. 

#17 A Efficiency Time 
(seconds) 

< 30 s 22 s 

4 Change the lunch registration for 
Sigurður today from ‘Kjöt’ to 
‘Fiskur.’ 

#20 A Efficiency Time 
(seconds) 

< 30 s 18 s 

5 Disable the lunch order option. #19 A Efficiency Time 
(seconds) 

< 20 s 7 s 

7 Rate the system on a scale of       
1-5. 

N/A A Satisfaction Grade 
(1-5) 

> 4 5 

 
 

4.3.4.1  Test Results 

The employee did not encounter any major problems while solving the tasks. Two tests, test               

number 1 and 2, were not within the time goal but the rest was well within the time goal. The                    

biggest reason for the first two tests to fail the time goal was due to nervousness of the                  

employee and the employee was not used to using an administrator page. After the first two                
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tests, the employee got more comfortable and was overall very satisfied with the features.              

The employee gave good feedback and mentioned a new requirement that had not been              

thought of beforehand. Sometimes in the summer Tengir offers its employees more options in              

the lunch order like smoothies etc. The administrator needs to be able to add new food items                 

and control if they are visible to the employees or not. In continuation of this user test, the                  

team realized that some simplification of the administrator page could be needed.  

4.4  Product Backlog  
The product backlog is essentially a prioritized list of requirements, stories or features. These              

backlog items have their own unique identification number, a short descriptive name, story             

points, a user story and a user group (Kniberg, 2015). The backlog (see Table 8) is divided by                  

sprints. In each sprint the stories are prioritized so that the most important story is at the top                  

and so on.  
 
Table 8: A list of all the functional requirements, the estimated story points of each requirement and the user group it 
belongs to.  
 

ID Name Story 
Points 

User Story 
I [want | must] [action] so that [achievement] 

User 
Group 

Status 

34 Organization 
and planning 

40 Rough estimation of sprint 
lengths, workload etc. 

N/A Done 

End of Sprint 1 

35 Report on 
organization 

5 First due date. N/A Done 

36 Reports and 
presentation 

13 First status meeting. N/A Done 

End of Sprint 2 

1 Clocking in/out 3 I must be able to clock in and 
out so that my work hours are 
logged. 

GE Done 

5 Multiple clock 
in’s 

3 I can clock in multiple times 
during the day (in case of 
accidental clock out). 

GE Done 

11 Admin login 3 I must be able to log in as an 
administrator so that I can access 
administrative tools. 

AD Done 
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22 Automatic 
clock out 

2 If people forget to clock out, 
they are clocked out 
automatically at midnight. 

GE Done 

End of Sprint 3 

27 Sort and filter 
employees 

3 I want to be able to sort and 
filter employee data so that I can 
more easily find employees 
matching certain criteria. 

AD Done 

12 Edit employee 
clock records 

2 I must be able to edit when 
employees clocked in and out in 
case they forget to do so. 

AD Done 

14 Marking sick 
days 

2 I must be able to mark an 
employee as sick. 

AD Done 

15 Assigning 
vacation 

3 I must be able to assign vacation 
days to an employee. 

AD Done 

4 Order lunch 
ahead of time 

8 I must be able to order lunch for 
any day of the week. 

GE Done 

3 Order lunch 
later 

2 I must be able to order lunch 
from my office computer so that 
it can be ordered by admin. 

GE Done 

23 Add additional 
information 

3 I want to add additional 
information about my work 
hours, in the form of comments, 
for example if I forgot to log in.  

GE Done 

2 Order lunch 
immediately 

8 I must be able to order lunch as 
soon as I have clocked in so that 
it can be ordered by admin. 

GE Cancelled 

End of Sprint 4 

37 Reports and 
presentation 

8 Second status meeting. N/A Done 

6 Review and edit 
lunch orders 

5 I can review my lunch orders for 
the week and add/remove orders 
as I choose. 

GE Done 

18 Order lunch 
from supplier 

3 I must be able to see all lunch 
orders from employees so that I 
can order the correct items. 

AD Done 

20 Edit lunch 8  I must be able to edit lunch AD Cancelled 
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orders orders for other employees in 
case they are unable to do it 
themselves.  

21 Automatic 
disabling of 
lunch 
registration 

2 The lunch registration option 
disables automatically at a given 
time. 

AD Done 

End of Sprint 5 

17 Lunch menu for 
the week 

13 I must be able to put in the lunch 
menu for the week so that all 
employees can see the menu. 

AD Done 

19 Close lunch 
orders 

2 I must be able to close off 
registrations to lunch on a given 
day so that no one orders lunch 
after it has been ordered from 
the supplier. 

AD Done 

7 Lunch orders 
overview 

3 I can check on a screen in the 
cafeteria what I have ordered for 
lunch on a given day. 

GE Done 

8 Buy from shop 8 I must be able to buy things from 
the shop so that they will be 
deducted from my salary. 

GE Done 

10 Edit shopping 
cart quantity 

1 I can increase/decrease the 
quantity of a given shop item.  

GE Done 

41 Lunch settings 8 I can add and edit lunch order 
items and manage visibility 

AD Done 

30 Lunch supplier 
API 

8 The lunch system is directly 
connected to the supplier’s API, 
if one exists, for lunch menu 
information.  

AD Cancelled 

End of Sprint 6 

9 Overtime shop 5 I must be able to write items in 
the shop off as company 
expenses so that if I work 
overtime, the company pays for 
those items.  

GE Done 

16 Manage shop 8 I must be able to add/remove 
and edit shop items. 

AD Done 
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13 Edit employee 
shop records 

3 I must be able to edit transaction 
made in the shop by employees 
in case they make mistakes.  

AD Done 

41 Shop orders 
overview 

13 I must be able to view all shop 
transactions for employees 

AD Done 

42 Print shop 
overview 

3 I must be able to print overviews 
of shop transactions 

AD Done 

43 Admin home 
page 

5 I can view employee status and 
total orders on a ‘Home’ page 

AD Done 

28 Shop item order 5 I can edit the order in which 
shop items appear. 

AD Cancelled 

38 Reports and 
presentation 

13 Third status meeting.  N/A Done 

40 Testing 40 Unit testing N/A Done 

39 Manuals 13 User manuals etc. N/A Done 

End of Sprint 7 

24 Attendance 
reminder 

13 I can choose to get reminders for 
clocking in.  

GE Cancelled 

25 Lunch reminder 13 I can choose to get reminders for 
lunch registration. 

GE Cancelled 

26 Notifications 
tab 

3 I can manage my notification 
settings. 

GE Cancelled 

29 Card reader 40 I want to be able to clock in 
using a card reader so that I do 
not have to manually enter my 
employee ID. 

GE Cancelled 
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4.4.1  Reasons for Cancelled Requirements 

 

4.4.1.1  Edit Lunch Orders 

This requirement was that the administrator should be able to edit lunch orders for other               

employees. The team came to the conclusion that this requirement was unnecessary. The only              

reason for an employee to not be able to change their order is if administrator has closed the                  

lunch orders and has probably already sent the orders to the lunch supplier. The employee can                

of course still change his future orders himself and in the case of an emergency, the admin                 

could edit the employee’s order by entering the employees ID. 

 

4.4.1.2  Lunch Supplier API 

The team contacted Stefna, a local web design company which developed the food supplier’s              

website and ordering system. Unfortunately, they could not assist us with an API but did               

suggest that the same results could be implemented by scraping the food supplier’s website.              

This was achieved by using a scheduled script written in Python.  

 

4.4.1.3  Notifications and Card Reader 

These requirements were originally extra features and were cancelled due to a lack of time. 

 

4.4.1.4  Order Lunch Immediately 

It was decided to have the lunch orders on a single page, but this feature was thought of as a                    

certain type of pop-up window. Technically, one can order lunch immediately but in this              

context the requirement was cancelled.  

 

4.4.1.5  Shop Item Order 

This turned out to be more complicated than originally anticipated and was put on hold at                

first but, was eventually cancelled due to a lack of time. 
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5  Design 
There are various approaches to illustrate how the staff system was designed. The goal is that                

the reader gains some insight into team’s ideas on how the final product will look and                

perform in the hands of the user. Before the actual design, the user interviews mentioned               

earlier were analyzed and the data provided useful feedback. In the following subchapters,             

certain diagrams are used to clarify the structure of the system and prototypes have been               

created to portray the look of the system. 

5.1  System Design 
In this section the system design will be discussed. The network diagram shows the local               

environment of Tengir. The navigation diagram gives a proper view of the website flow with               

regard to the prototypes that have been created.  

5.1.1  Network Diagram 

The system will be hosted on a server on Tengir’s local area network and will be inaccessible                 

to any computer not on the network. Any computer outside the local area network will be                

blocked by a firewall unless they are connected via VPN (see Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: A network diagram showing how a computer outside of Tengir’s LAN will not be able to access the system.   
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5.1.2  Navigation Diagram 

The purpose of a navigation diagram is to illustrate the navigation of a website for the user. A                  

navigation diagram is ultimately a map for the user, depicting how a user can complete               

certain tasks. It shows the relationship between particular parts of the website and can help               

the programmers to visualize the structure and the flow of the website.  

 

Figure 2: The light-blue balloons reference the system prototypes that can be seen in chapter 5.2. 

All users start on the homepage, which is where employees clock in and out of work.                

From this page the general employee can also choose to order lunch or review and change his                 

lunch order for the week. Then the employee is guided back to the homepage. The general                

employee also has access to the company’s shop, which is shown here in the top right corner                 

of Figure 2. The shop will be displayed on a tablet in the cafeteria and therefore it stands                  

alone on the figure and is not accessed from other parts of the system.  

The rest of the system is only available to the administrator. Under the administrator              

homepage the administrator has an overview of today’s attendance records, today’s lunch            

orders and today’s total income from the company shop. From the administrator’s navigation             
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bar the administrator can access the attendance history, lunch order overview, lunch settings,             

shop transactions and the shop settings.  

In the attendance history and shop transactions overview the administrator can add,            

change or remove records for employees, e.g. if any mistakes were done. The lunch order               

overview shows the administrator how many orders have been placed for today, which is then               

used to order lunch from the supplier every day. The administrator can also view past orders                

over certain time periods but can not change nor delete them since there is no need for that.                  

The employees have access to the lunch orders themselves until the lunch order is sent to the                 

supplier and it is their responsibility to order correctly for themselves. If an employee is               

marked sick or on vacation on days where he has placed a lunch order, the order will                 

automatically be cancelled. 

The lunch and shop settings are pages where the administrator can add new food              

choices and shop items. The administrator can also edit the items but he is not allowed to                 

delete the records since old orders and purchase records in the database depend on these               

items. They can however choose if the items are available to the general employee.  

5.2  User Interface 

5.2.1  Prototypes 

In the first stages of the design process, the team worked together on building prototypes for                

the system. The meeting room was equipped with a whiteboard and the first sketches were               

made there instead of using paper. Once everyone was relatively satisfied with the initial              

design, one of the team members was assigned the task of making a digital version of it. The                  

tool used for creating digital prototypes was Balsamiq, a convenient prototyping tool found             

online, and most team members have had some experience of using that tool. It also has the                 

quality of being web-based, so team members could work on the prototypes at the same time,                

but in their own computers. The next few subchapters display the main prototypes for the               

three major components of the project.  
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5.2.1.1  Attendance 

The following sketch shows the initial screen that will be displayed on a computer where the                

staff clocks-in to work. The people that work in the office open up this window on their                 

personal computer to clock-in, and can also order lunch or edit their lunch orders.  

 
Figure 3: The main page where employees can clock in and out. 

5.2.1.2  Lunch Order 

This sketch shows the lunch order overview for the following week. Tengir gets a menu for                

the whole week and therefore people can order their food for the whole week on Monday if                 

they choose to. 

 
Figure 4: The page where employees can order food. 
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5.2.1.3  Shop 

This sketch shows the inhouse shop where the staff can buy drinks and candy in the cafeteria. 

 
Figure 5: The shop interface. 

 

5.2.1.4  Admin 
These following sketches are not available for the general employee. The admin has overview              

of the whole system and all employees. 

 
Figure 6: The administrator’s home page, showing today’s lunch orders and attendance on the left and right respectively. 
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This following sketch shows the admin page of the lunch orders. Overview of each staff 

member that has ordered lunch today and the whole number of each dish for today’s order. 

The admin can also look up past orders of each staff member. 

 

Figure 7: A page where the administrator can inspect lunch orders more closely. 
 

Next is the admin overview of the shop and what is currently being sold. The admin can 

change each product, add a new product or delete a product that is sold in the company. 

 

Figure 8: The administrator’s overview of the shop. 
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The following sketch shows what each employee has bought in the shop, with the date, 

amount and total price for each purchase.  

 

Figure 9: A page where the administrator can see all transaction made in the shop. 
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6  Risk Analysis 
A risk analysis can often reveal the important aspects of a project that otherwise would have                

been ignored. It can highlight what could possibly go wrong in the total process and prepare                

the team members in dealing with the consequences. To identify, estimate and manage risks              

for this project, a live spreadsheet was created in Google Sheets. In the initial risk analysis,                

the team identified possible risk factors at the top of their head. Older final projects were also                 

used for inspiration. Once a factor had been identified, team members discussed possible             

precautions and actions to take in case of occurrence. A team member was then made               

responsible for each risk factor. After the first evaluation, the document was updated             

regularly and two re-evaluations were scheduled before the second and third status meetings.             

If any actions were made regarding risks, it was logged appropriately in the live document. 

6.1  Estimation 
When estimating the risk factors, one of the team members would read the factors out loud,                

one by one. Each team member would then write down his estimate of both the probability                

and impact of that factor on a scale of 1-5. The mean of each estimate was roughly calculated                  

and used in the analysis if everyone agreed. If not, team members would discuss the factor                

further and come to a conclusion that satisfied everyone. To calculate the severity of each risk                

factor, the probability and impact estimations were multiplied. Finally, the risk factors were             

sorted by severity, where the most severe factor came first and so on.  

6.2  Risks 
Table 9 shows the risks identified by the team. It displays the risks in their corresponding                

order, a short description and the total severity score. Each risk has a status indicating if the                 

risk is open or closed. Once a risk is closed it will be moved to the bottom of the list. 
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Table 9: Risk Analysis with the description of each risk and the actions taken to prevent those risks. Below each risk is an                       
event log to record when team members ran into problems concerning that risk. 
 

Risks 

#10 OS issues 

Description Two team members work on Windows and two on MacOS. 
Issues with compatibility between the two systems has 
presented itself in other projects and is a possibility here as well.  

Precaution There is not really anything specific that can be done to prevent 
such problems.  

Action Use online resources to find a solution. 

Responsibility: Darri Probability: 3 Impact: 4 Severity: 12 

Event log: 
#1: 5. February 2019. Some Visual Studio extensions seem not to be supported in MacOS. 
MacOS team members switch to VS Code.  
#2: 25. February 2019. Local DB problems with the MacBook computers. All team 
members set up VM on Docker to host a local DB.  
#3: 22. April 2019. The scraper software written by Eyrún has not been implemented for 
macOS, it is possible, but takes time and effort which we could not afford at this stage. 

#3 Unexpected bugs 

Description Unexpected bugs encountered. 

Precaution Let team members know about bugs discovered and solutions. 

Action Fix if you can. If not, get help. 

Responsibility: Haraldur Probability: 2 Impact: 4 Severity: 8 

Event log:  
#1: 5. March 2019. A “cancel” button redirected to a site that seemed to work, but was not 
the correct one.  
#2: 12. March 2019. Slim version of jQuery and the normal version of jQuery clashing. 
The slim one has been omitted.  

#8 Database connections 

Description Problems with connecting to Tengir’s database. 

Precaution Consult with IT staff before setting up database connections. 

Action Use mock data while working on solutions. 

Responsibility: Haraldur Probability: 4 Impact: 2 Severity: 8 
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Event log:  
#1: 12. February 2019. Some database problems and therefore the impact of this risk was 
revised - changed from 1 to 2, updating the severity to a total of 8.  
#2: 5. March 2019. One team member has quite some trouble with Docker.  
#3: 6. April 2019. Tengir’s VPN connection was down for the weekend. 

#7 Illness 

Description Team members get ill and are not able to attend scheduled 
working sessions. 

Precaution Dress appropriately, wash hands regularly. 

Action Team member tries to work from home, other members 
distribute extra workload. 

Responsibility: Eyrún Probability: 4 Impact: 2 Severity: 8 

Event log:  
#1: Sprint 3: A total of three sick days.  
#2: Sprint 4: A total of two sick days.  

#5 Estimation and scheduling 

Description Time or workload estimation not accurate. 

Precaution Proper research. Overestimation over underestimation. 

Action Re-estimate and reschedule. 

Responsibility: Halldór Probability: 3 Impact: 2 Severity: 6 

Event log:  
#1: 15. March 2019. The team’s estimated time for the lunch menu is unfortunately 
regarded as not being sufficient. A PDF viewer works but making use of the lunch 
supplier’s own website to automatically show the menu could be better. 
#2: Sprint 5. The team required more time than estimated for status meeting #2. There were 
at least 50 hours remaining according to the estimation. The number of stories taken into 
the sprint backlog was too large. 
#3: 1. May 2019. The requirement of being able to close lunch orders can be considered to 
have been underestimated. Originally, it was thought of as being as simple a simple bool 
variable, but it ended up consisting of at least six variables and considerable complexity. 

#6 Vacations 

Description Team member takes a vacation during project period. 

Precaution Try to plan vacation at a suitable time. 

Action Work extra before/after to maintain schedule. 
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Responsibility: Eyrún Probability: 5 Impact: 1 Severity: 5 

Event log:  
#1: 31. January 2019. A majority of the team participates in a scheduled school-trip. 
#2: 4. March 2019. Our company contact Viðar became a father and was out of reach for 
two weeks.  
#3: 15. March 2019. Halldór’s weekend trip to the UK.  
#4: 23. March 2019. Haraldur’s weekend trip to Húsavík. 
#5: 25. April 2019. Darri’s weekend trip to Denmark.  

#11 Browsers 

Description User interface are not compatible on different browsers. 

Precaution Test across different browsers on the go. 

Action Use online resources to find a solution. 

Responsibility: Haraldur Probability: 2 Impact: 2 Severity: 4 

Event log:  
#1: 13. March 2019. Some browser problems. Works perfectly in Google Chrome and in 
Firefox on a Mac, but not properly in Firefox on a Windows computer. Works properly in 
Safari on one Mac, but not the other. Browser testing continues. 
#2: The time input field used in some of the admin sites has a different layout based on 
browsers. Firefox vs. Chrome for example. 
#3: 15 May 2019. When a CSS transition occurred on a sticky navbar button, the page 
would immediately scroll to the top in Google Chrome. 

#4 Services unavailable 

Description Services used are unavailable, i.e. Github, Azure, etc.  

Precaution Have a backup service in mind in the case of a long-term 
unavailability. 

Action Switch to backup service. 

Responsibility: Halldór Probability: 1 Impact: 4 Severity: 4 

Event log:  
#1: 3. May 2019. An email was received from the Docker support team informing about a 
scheduled maintenance over the weekend. Fortunately this did not impact our containers. 

#9 Loss of code 

Description Code written gets lost or overwritten.  

Precaution Use a version control system with regular commits. 

Action Start over. Include other members if they have worked on code. 
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Responsibility: Darri Probability: 1 Impact: 2 Severity: 2 

Event log:  
#1: 12. March 2019. A branch was merged to our main development branch which resulted 
in conflicting JavaScript files and the development branch was therefore overwritten. The 
team worked together in backtracking the main development branch to a working instance 
before adding to it again. 
#2: 5. May 2019. A merge was made on development resulting in multiple duplicates. 

#2 Hardware issues 

Description Problems with computers, screens or other hardware. 

Precaution Good maintenance and caution. 

Action Get it fixed as soon as possible. 

Responsibility: Halldór Probability: 1 Impact: 1 Severity: 1 

Event log: Fortunately, this did not happen.  

#1 Other courses 

Description Too much workload interrupts work in project. 

Precaution Good organization and possibly work together on projects. 

Action Work on projects during weekends/evenings. 

Responsibility: Darri Probability: 5 Impact: 2 Severity: 10 

Event log:  
#1: 4. March 2019. A decision was made to temporarily remove the 3-hour working 
sessions on Mondays, due to increased workload in other courses. Some members continue 
to work on Mondays but from home.  
#2 3. April 2019. A decision was made to cancel a sprint that was scheduled during the 
team’s exam period.  
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7  Progress  
In this chapter there are detailed descriptions of the team’s progress throughout the project.              

For each sprint there is a brief description, a sprint backlog, a burndown chart and a sprint                 

retrospective summary.  

7.0  Sprint 0 (20th - 27th Jan. 2019)  
This initial sprint revolved around getting started, planning, organizing and finishing our first             

report. We started working on the requirement list, as well as the user stories, and tried to                 

evaluate how time-consuming each story is compared to the rest of them. To simplify this               

overview, and make all calculations add up, sprint 0 includes the first three days of work                

which were January 11th, 16th and 18th. 

7.0.1  Sprint Backlog 

Table 10: Sprint 0 - Sprint Backlog. 
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7.0.2  Burndown Chart 

 
Figure 10: Sprint 0 - Burndown Chart. 

7.0.3  Sprint Retrospective 

Team total working hours: 105 

What went well: We consider this to have been an efficient sprint, where the team got off to                  

a good start. We had great meetings with the company’s contact, the product owner and our                

instructor, as well as settling into the office space we were provided with. The planning and                

organization report has progressed better than we expected. Although we were not quite             

certain in evaluating the time that we would spend working in this sprint, it was a rather good                  

estimate.  

Problems encountered: We realized relatively late in the process that we would need proper              

story points for this planning sprint. Also, playing planning poker to evaluate story points              

took longer than expected.  

What can be improved: The team plans on having even better organization and project              

management, where each team member should have a task at all times. Utilizing Jira should               

definitely help with this and we should be getting the hang of it soon.  

What the team will commit to in the next sprint: The team will commit to finishing proto-                 

types, user interviews and the database design in the next sprint.  
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7.1  Sprint 1 (28th Jan. - 3rd Feb. 2019)  
This sprint revolved around designing our system by creating prototypes, interviewing users,            

creating further requirements and designing our database. In this sprint, we also had a              

presentation for our fellow students where we introduced them to our project, and finished              

the project organization report.  

7.1.1  Sprint Backlog 

Table 11: Sprint 1 - Sprint Backlog 

 

7.1.2  Burndown Chart 

 
Figure 11: Sprint 1 - Burndown Chart 
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7.1.3  Sprint Retrospective 

Team total working hours: 72.5 

What went well: We took the interviews that we intended to take and managed to analyze                

and summarize them as well. A general setup of Visual Studio, GitHub and Jira has been                

completed by all team members. We have made good progress with prototypes and the              

database design is well under way.  

Problems encountered: Getting used to using Jira has been challenging. There were some             

complications with the two MacBook computers in the team and connecting Visual Studio to              

GitHub. There was a field trip to Reykjavík which meant that the team missed out on                

approximately 16 hours of potential work.  

What can be improved: The organization of the daily Scrum meetings may be improved. It               

would be preferable have each member use Jira til the fullest, where we make sure everything                

that we work on is in the correct place and each member has tasks assigned to him.  

What the team will commit to in the next sprint: Connecting to the database via a                

connection string, lay the foundation for main features and finishing the report for the first               

status meeting. 
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7.2  Sprint 2 (4th Feb. - 17th Feb. 2019)  
An important event in this sprint was the team’s first status meeting with the examiner.               

Therefore, there was quite some preparation for that which needed to take place. The goal of                

this sprint was to connect to the database which Tengir provides and start programming the               

main features.  

7.2.1  Sprint Backlog 
Table 12: Sprint 2 - Sprint Backlog. 

 

7.2.2  Burndown Chart 

 
Figure 12: Sprint 2 - Burndown Chart. 
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7.2.3  Sprint Retrospective 

Team total working hours: 165 

What went well: The setup of different Areas in the project is well under way and is                 

relatively manageable by now. The user interviews went really well and the feedback was              

helpful. The technical environment is properly up and running on all computers. The report              

that was handed in before the first status meeting was successful in our opinion and the status                 

meeting was very constructive. We had some great comments from our instructor regarding             

database setup, and therefore database management started going a little bit better. The team              

agreed on small changes to the working hours and are convinced that it was a change for the                  

better.  

Problems encountered: Using Jira is still a challenge. The structure of each element for the               

progress report could have been clear sooner. 

What can be improved: We should use Jira for all tasks and more often, but Jira has not                  

been properly used for making reports and such. We could make sure that the daily meetings                

are more organized and that they must take place every day. We could perhaps have started                

on an HTML structure in this sprint.  

What the team will commit to in the next sprint: The team commits to starting the actual                 

programming work, implementing the most basic features such as a simple clock in and clock               

out that is registered to the database, a basic structure of the site, and work on improving                 

according to the comments from the examiner of the first status meeting.  
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7.3  Sprint 3 (18th Feb. - 3rd Mar. 2019)  
In this sprint the plan was to set up a local database and start programming the core features                  

of the clock in/out site as well as the administration site. We also decided to look into the                  

display of the menu since it would come from an outside source. The decision was made to                 

use the ASP.NET Core Identity membership system for user roles and authentication. There             

was still some work to be made on the arrangement of the time registrations and the progress                 

report. 

7.3.1  Sprint Backlog 

Table 13: Sprint 3 - Sprint Backlog 
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7.3.2  Burndown Chart 

 
Figure 13: Sprint 3 - Burndown Chart 

7.3.3  Sprint Retrospective 

Team total working hours: 159 

What went well: The programming of the clock in/out site is well along the way and the                 

logic behind the administrator site is mostly there as well. Most of the story points taken into                 

the sprint were completed.  

Problems encountered: The team members using MacOS were not able to use LocalDb             

which is the default created by MVC. The solution to this problem was using Docker, a                

container technology, to set up virtual machines and hosting a local database there.  

What can be improved: The general organization needs to be improved. We need to be               

more specific on breaking stories down into smaller tasks and assigning them to team              

members. The estimation of tasks also needs to be more regular.  

What the team will commit to in the next sprint: Start working on the lunch registration                

system. Add administrator actions like editing, sorting and filtering employee clock in/out            

registrations. A decision was made to cancel the Monday session for the next sprint due to                

increasing workload in other courses.  
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7.4  Sprint 4 (4th Mar. - 18th Mar. 2019)  
In the sprint planning we took a look at our current status and examined the weeks to come.                  

The schedule for the final exam had been released and we took that into account. A more                 

formal sprint backlog was made where the main story points had to do with lunch               

registrations and administrator actions. A status meeting was on the schedule for this period              

and we made precautions for that.  

7.4.1  Sprint Backlog 

Table 14: Sprint 4 - Sprint Backlog. 
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7.4.2  Burndown Chart 

 
Figure 14: Sprint 4 - Burndown Chart. 

7.4.3  Sprint Retrospective 

Team total working hours: 139 

What went well: A lot of work got done in the Administrator section. Most of the logic is                  

done and there has been good progress in the user interface. Some validation has been               

implemented as well. Some fine tuning was made for the clock-in site and it is now                

mobile-friendly. Lunch orders can now be registered in the database. 

Problems encountered: A push was made into the development branch without proper            

testing which cost the team around 12 hours. The problem had to do with script conflicts in                 

the shared layout file. We also noticed that the site is possibly not compatible with all                

browsers. There were some absences due to illnesses and a team member went abroad for a                

few days.  

What can be improved: We need to be careful when pushing into the development branch               

and be more aware of browser compatibility. 

What the team will commit to in the next sprint: The second status meeting is scheduled in                 

the next sprint and we will spend some time on the final report and the presentation.                

Otherwise, we will continue our work on the lunch ordering system, both on the general               

employee as well as the admin side.  
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7.5  Sprint 5 (19th Mar. - 31st Mar. 2019)  
A status meeting was on schedule for this period and we made precautions for that. The first                 

week was almost entirely dedicated to the meeting. In the following week we worked on               

story points that had to do with the lunch system, both on the administrator side and the                 

general employee site.  

7.5.1  Sprint Backlog 

Table 15: Sprint 5 - Sprint Backlog 
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7.5.2  Burndown Chart  

 
Figure 15: Sprint 5 - Burndown Chart 

7.5.3  Sprint Retrospective 

Team total working hours: 106 

What went well: The presentation went really well and the team was satisfied with the               

comments received on the final report. The work that the team was able to do in the second                  

week of the sprint also went rather well.  

Problems encountered: Almost all of the first week was focused on the final report and the                

presentation for status meeting #2. There were a few story points that were unfinished at the                

end of the sprint, but this was anticipated. There will be room for extra work in the period                  

between final exams and the three week period. There was one story point cancelled because               

of redundancy. 

What the team will commit to in the next sprint: User testing will be in the foreground but                  

we also plan on completing the story points from this sprint. Most likely start working on the                 

shop as well. 
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7.6  Sprint 6 (15th Apr. - 28th Apr. 2019)  
Sprint 5 finished on March 31st. The team decided to cancel a sprint that had been scheduled                 

from April 1st until the 14th due to the exam period. Some team members did do some work                  

in the period and will that work be included in this sprint. There were two story points still                  

remaining from sprint 5; the lunch menu and the lunch orders overview. Those points were               

set to the highest priority. The focus was also set on unit testing and trying to get as much                   

done in the shop area as possible. 

7.6.1  Sprint Backlog 

Table 16: Sprint 6 - Sprint Backlog. 
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7.6.2  Burndown Chart 

 
Figure 16: Sprint 6 - Burndown Chart. 

7.6.3  Sprint Retrospective 

Team total working hours: 261 

What went well: There were a lot of unit tests implemented in this sprint and the team has                  

gained skills to implement the remaining unit tests comfortably. The lunch menu display,             

which has turned out to be a bigger problem than expected, has now been implemented               

successfully with scraping, which the team considers to be a good addition to the project as a                 

whole. The logic and much of the display for the shop is complete. 

Problems encountered: The team may have overestimated its working capacity for this            

sprint. The admin section of the shop is only on the beginning stages. The team has however                 

gained experience in implementing the admin section for the attendance area which will come              

in handy for this part. The shop functionality took more time than had been estimated. 

What the team will commit to in the next sprint: Status meeting #3 is scheduled for May                 

8th. The next sprint will be focused on finishing up on the admin part of the shop along with                   

unit tests for the shop area. There will also be work needed on the final report as well as the                    

presentation and manuals. The team will also work on refactoring and tidying up the code if                

there will be enough time before the status meeting.   
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7.7  Sprint 7 (29th Apr. - 17th May. 2019)  
The theme of sprint 7 was to complete the product to the fullest extent. The main objective                 

was to make sure our employee system works the way it should. Also, the team aimed at                 

completing as many unit tests as possible, as well as putting emphasis on completing and               

adjusting the project’s final report.  

7.7.1  Sprint Backlog 

Table 17 show the sprint backlog for the final sprint. There was a lot of fine tuning made in                   

multiple sections of the project and therefore the sprint backlog had to be simplified for it to                 

fit onto a single page. 
Table 17: Sprint 7 - Sprint Backlog. 
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7.7.2  Burndown Chart 

 
Figure 17: Sprint 7 - Burndown Chart. 

7.7.3  Sprint Retrospective 

Team total working hours: 522 

What went well: Going into this sprint the team had gained a good insight into unit testing                 

and kept up with testing when adding or changing functionality. The administrator pages for              

the shop were built from a similar skeleton as the other admin pages and a lot of functionality                  

regarding the datepicker and searching by time periods were fixed and made better. At this               

time the team had gained more understanding of JavaScript and the jQuery library and              

therefore a lot of the newer functionality was implemented using this period and code was               

refactored accordingly. The third status meeting was in the middle of this sprint. The meeting               

went well and most critical comment was about the raw look of the pages. After comments                

from the examiner, the look of most pages was improved and inspired by the color of the                 

Netkerfi logo. After the meeting the team started to fill out a to-do list whenever a bug or a                   

problem was encountered which helped a lot to remember everything that needed fixing or              

improving. 
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Problems encountered: After receiving comments from our examiner, the look of most            

pages was improved. One of the things implemented was better look on the radio buttons in                

the lunch menu. The days overlapped in a strange way and ID’s were being mixed up. The                 

new navigation bar caused some problems when resizing the window at first and so-called              

“sticky” functionality had some problems in Google Chrome. Near the end, the system was              

tested inside and out, with many bugs being found which were fixed immediately.  
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8  Project Summary 
 

This section aims to give a certain overview of the project in its entirety. The objective of this                  

chapter is to clarify the progress made and the team’s working hours. Furthermore, there will               

be an analysis on the project’s successes, failures and what the team would do differently by                

using the knowledge it has acquired from working on this project.  

8.1  Release Burndown Chart 

Below (see Figure 18) is a burndown chart for the project in total. This chart encompasses a                 

period of approximately 17 weeks and roughly 1500 working hours. As can be seen below,               

the contribution of work is quite consistent in sprints 0-5. During the final exam period the                

number of hours worked are hardly any, but this was to be expected. The team essentially                

compensated for this in sprints 6-7, where the contribution in hours has greatly increased.  

The team expected to work on the project for at least 1200 hours and reached this goal                 

in approximately the middle of sprint 7, as can be seen in the figure below. However, the                 

final amount of working hours was 1529.5. As the expected goal was exceeded, the team               

considered it to be rather descriptive that the “Progress” line would cross the zero point in the                 

chart. The main reason for exceeding the goal would be the team’s wish to deliver a great                 

product, where all features have been well implemented and tested thoroughly.  

It should also be noted that the duration of all sprints is two weeks, with the exception 

of sprint 0 and sprint 1 which are one week each, and sprint 7 which is three weeks in length. 

The duration of sprints was decided early on in the working process and the team stuck to the 

overall sprint plan, with the exception of simply cancelling a sprint which was to take place 

during the exam period.  
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Figure 18: Release Burndown Chart.  

8.2  Working Hours by Member 

Below (see Figure 19) a figure can be seen which depicts the working hours for each team                 

member. All members reached the 300 hour goal that was set in the beginning of the working                 

process. The differences in hours can mostly be explained by work along school and              

differences in the number of courses taken along with this project.  

Figure 19: Hours Worked by Member. 
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8.3  Task Summary 
Figure 20 shows a rough summary of the total hours team members spent on each task                

respectively. The main areas of the project have their own column and then there has been                

some further categorization based on the nature of tasks. The biggest tasks are naturally the               

three main areas of the project, followed by documentation as well as the organization and               

planning part. 

 
Figure 20: Hours spent on tasks by members 

8.4  Successes 
From the very beginning, the team was determined to work on the project consistently and               

regularly throughout the semester. It was to be avoided by all means to end up with a large                  

last-minute workload. This can be regarded as one of the team’s successes. Working with              

potential users at Tengir and receiving feedback from them through user interviews and user              

testing was also quite successful. The team’s file and resource management was thoroughly             

organized, which was very valuable. As previously mentioned, displaying the lunch menu            

was initially regarded as being a relatively easy task. However, for optimal results the team               
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decided to scrape the lunch supplier’s website. This took quite some effort but the outcome               

was successful. Also, the team did their very best to think of all possible user scenarios and                 

adjusted the functionality appropriately. All functionality of the shop ended up being            

asynchronous JavaScript making it very user-friendly, especially on a tablet, without any            

reloads while employees purchase from the company's shop.  

 

8.5  Failures  
Proper estimation of time and story points proved to be rather difficult, as the team did not                 

have much previous experience with it. One of the biggest impediments of progress were the               

differences in working environments between MacOS and Windows. Windows users were           

able to use a different, more optimal version of Visual Studio while the version of Visual                

Studio for Mac users was lacking in certain options, actions and preferences compared to the               

Windows’ one. It also lacked the ability to have a local database. Using a local database                

would have been quite pleasant if that would have been possible, since Docker occasionally              

caused problems for some team members. By Sprint 5 the team had abandoned Jira as a time                 

management tool and that may be regarded as a failure. The team was already using Google                

Docs and Google Sheets for a large portion of time and task management. Therefore, Jira               

slowly became unnecessary but gaining insight into Jira and learning the basics of it was               

valuable nonetheless.  

 

8.6  What the Team Would Do Differently  
Ideally, the team would have been more specific in breaking stories into smaller tasks and               

assuring that each member has a task that he is working on. As the project came along team                  

members gained more skill in JavaScript and the jQuery library. If the team would have the                

knowledge it has today a lot more functionality would have been done with Javascript. A lot                

of time went into testing the code but it should have been more spread out over time, instead                  

of starting late and testing in bursts as we did. 
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8.7  Future Development 
The system that has been designed is not intended to be very complex, but the objective was                 

rather to make it as simple and user-friendly as possible on all sides. However, there are quite                 

a few possibilities available when it comes to future development of this system.  

First of all, it might be possible to use a card reader for employees to check in. An                  

employee mentioned in a interview that he would find this to be a quite useful feature. Tengir                 

has card readers available and employees already use them to access the company’s building.              

It was fairly ambiguous if this feature would be difficult to implement or not when it was                 

added to the product backlog.  

Tengir has a certain API available to send their employees an email. This can be               

utilized in various ways. There is the option of reminding employees to remember to clock in                

via email, in case they have forgotten to do so. The team was rather surprised to find out in a                    

user interview that it is very common that employees forget to clock in and therefore the                

administrator ends up with having to fix a lot of these kinds of mistakes. Perhaps an email                 

reminder could help employees remember to clock in. It is also a potential feature that               

employees could get emails to remind them to order lunch. Surely the frequency of these               

kinds of reminders would have to be optimal. To do so, a notifications tab could be a useful                  

feature, where employees could adjust their notifications or even turn them off.  
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